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Russia readies to invade Ukraine
BEFORE READING

1. Write the word "invade" on the board. Ask students to turn and talk with a partner about what is
meant by this word. (E.g., to go into a space that is not yours – like invading someone's privacy; to cross
the border into a country with military force; etc.) Share ideas as a class.
2. Next, ask students what reasons a country might have for invading another country. (E.g., They were
attacked by that country; they want to take over that country; they want to rescue or free the people of
that country from their government or another threat; etc.) Share these as a class.
3. Ask students what they know or have heard about the potential Russian invasion of Ukraine. Be sure
to ask students clarifying questions where needed. (E.g., Did you read about this? Did you see a news
report? etc.)
4. Project a map of eastern Europe so that students can see the relative locations of Russia and Ukraine.
Ask students what they notice about the two countries. (E.g., They share a border; Russia is huge;
Ukraine is to the west of Russia, between Europe and Russia; etc.)
5. Ask students to identify a question that they would like to have answered after reading the article.
6. Finally, invite students to set a purpose for reading the article, perhaps to answer the question they
asked earlier, while referring to the resource page Setting A Purpose Before Reading as needed.
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Russia readies to invade Ukraine

The world was on edge in
February. The reason? Russia
appeared to be planning to
invade Ukraine. Ukraine is its
neighbour to the west.

Ever since the dissolution of
the Union of Soviet Socialist
Russian President Vladimir
Republics (USSR) in 1991,
Putin denies that his country
Ukraine has sought stronger ties
plans to attack Ukraine. He
claims that the 170,000 troops on with Europe and the U.S. That
doesn’t sit well with Mr. Putin.
the Ukrainian border were just
Tensions between the two
He sees a closer relationship
conducting military exercises.
nations have been simmering
between the West and Ukraine
since last November. That’s when
as a threat to Russia’s security.
Russia began a large military
About Ukraine
build-up in the region.
The Cold War
Ukraine, located in eastern

A true tug of war

Russian ships started patrolling
the Black Sea off Ukraine’s
coast. Soldiers and equipment
left Russian bases to deploy
near the Ukrainian border.
And Russian units, along with
Belarusian soldiers, have been
holding live-fire drills close to
Ukraine’s borders.

Europe, has a population of
about 41 million people and is
considered a bridge between
Europe and Asia. At around
604,000 square kilometres, it is
slightly smaller than Manitoba.
Its capital is Kyiv.

However, the United States and
its NATO allies doubt that. They
strongly suspect that Russia
wants to annex Ukraine and
make it part of Russia. Why?

His motives have their basis
in the Cold War. That was a
highly tense period. Competing
political philosophies between
the communist USSR and the
democratic West brought the
two sides to the brink of conflict.
Each amassed troops and
weapons at strategic locations to
fend off attacks from the other.
During this time, Ukraine was
a Soviet Republic. It had the

Definitions
annex: to take control of a territory or place
cold war: a state of political hostility between the U.S. and
USSR (1945-1990) characterized by threats, propaganda, and
other measures short of open warfare
communism: a way of organizing a society in which the
government owns the things that are used to make and transport
products and there is no privately owned property

Level 1 • No. 6

dissolution: the act of officially ending a marriage,
organization, agreement, etc.
nato: the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, a military
alliance of 30 European and North American countries
union of soviet socialist republics: a communist
country in eastern Europe and northern Asia, also called the
Soviet Union. The USSR included Russia and 14 other republics.
It officially dissolved on December 31, 1991.
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Russia readies to invade Ukraine
third-largest arsenal of nuclear
weapons in the world.
After the USSR dissolved, the
Cold War ended and Russia
seemed to look westward, too.
It reached a deal with the U.S.
and Ukraine to return atomic
weapons to Russia. In exchange,
it pledged not to attack Ukraine.
But when Mr. Putin came
to power in 1999, it became
apparent that he had other ideas.
Many analysts say he wants
to return to the glory days of
the USSR. Then, Russia was a
superpower that rivaled the U.S.

The nato factor
Mr. Putin is especially worried
that Russia's security would be
threatened if Ukraine joined
NATO. That would put the
West’s military alliance on
Russia’s doorstep.

Events first came to a head
in 2014. That year, protesting
Ukrainians brought down their
country’s pro-Russian leader,
Viktor Yanukovych. Among
other concerns, they were
angry that he had abandoned
a trade agreement with the
European Union.
In response, Mr. Putin ordered a
Russian invasion of the strategic
Crimean Peninsula on the
southern tip of Ukraine. The U.S.
and many European countries
imposed sanctions on Russia
as a result, but they didn’t have
much effect. Russia now controls
the area.

After Russia took Crimea,
Ukrainian and pro-Russian
separatist forces in the Donbas
region of eastern Ukraine started
fighting. Russia supported the
rebels and Ukraine lost control
NATO insists that Ukraine won’t of this territory, too, which has
join the organization. Not all 30 about four million inhabitants.
member countries agree that it is Over 14,000 people have died in
the fighting.
eligible. But Ukraine’s military
gets a lot of funding from the
A diplomatic flurry
U.S., a NATO member. So
whether or not Ukraine formally Now, world leaders and
joins the alliance, it is still being diplomats in the U.S., Ukraine,
the European Union, and
supported by it.
Russia are meeting. The West is
Crimea falls to Russia urgently trying to prevent the
Mr. Putin has moved to stop
Russian invasion of Ukraine.
Ukraine from reaching out to
the West for a long time.

Negotiations have been hard.
Russia wants a written guarantee
that Ukraine won’t join NATO.
The U.S. and NATO rejected
that demand. However, they
showed openness to new arms
control agreements and to being
more transparent about where
NATO weapons and troops are
stationed in Eastern Europe.

If diplomacy fails?
If talks do break down, the U.S.
and other nations have their
own troops ready to make a
stand. The U.S. has sent 3000
military people to Europe. It
will likely send another 3000 to
Poland. They are there just to
show support for NATO. U.S.
President Joe Biden insists they
won’t enter active battle.
Should the invasion take place,
it would threaten all of Europe
and create a terrible crisis. Up to
five million refugees could flood
westward. The civilian death
toll could reach 50,000. Yet
Ukrainians seem resigned.
“[We] are accustomed to war,”
said one journalist. “Having this
constant threat of Russia going
further, many Ukrainians are
used to it.” J

Definitions
sanction: an official order that limits trade, contact, etc. with a particular country, in order to make it do something, such as
obeying international law
Level 1 • No. 6
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Russia readies to invade Ukraine
COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS

1. What does USSR stand for? What other name was this country know as?

2. How many republics were part of the USSR? When did this country break up?

3. What was the Cold War? Which two countries were involved in this conflict?

4. List at least three important facts about Ukraine.

5. Which two parts of Ukraine are no longer controlled by the central government? How did this happen?

6. What is NATO? How many countries belong to this alliance?

7. Why is Mr. Putin concerned about Ukraine’s growing relationship with western countries? Explain.

8. What demands did Russia put forward?

9. How did NATO respond?

10. What recent Russian military actions suggest it may invade Ukraine?

Level 1 • No. 6
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Russia readies to invade Ukraine
QUESTIONS FOR FURTHER THOUGHT

1. Many NATO member countries, including the U.S., Canada, UK, and Germany, are providing
financial and military support to Ukraine, and have warned Russia of severe economic sanctions if it
chooses to invade this nation. Despite this, and the buildup of Russian troops on the Ukrainian border,
President Zelensky appears to be downplaying the reports that Russia is about to invade Ukraine,
stating in an address to the Ukrainian people, "Panic is our enemy's best friend."
As you see it, what reasons might President Zelensky have for downplaying this threat? Explain.

2. The article quotes one Ukrainian journalist: "Having Russia on our tail, having this constant threat
of Russia going further, many Ukrainians are used to it."
Imagine living with the day-to-day possibility that your country may be attacked by its very large and
powerful neighbour. How would your life be different than it is now? If you were a Ukrainian citizen,
what would you wish for the future of your country? Give examples to support your thinking.
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QUESTIONS FOR ONLINE EXPLOR ATION

Note: The links below are listed at www.lesplan.com/en/links for easy access.
1. Learn more about the situation between Russia and Ukraine, past and present:
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=rfSwBL4UkUs [3:14]
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=VF0IuCGO6Yc [3:08]
What did you learn from these reports?

2. What are leaders saying about this potential conflict? Listen at these links:
Volodymyr Zelensky: https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=mtqyD_F9z_I [3:14]
Vladimir Putin & Olaf Scholz: https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=nxVJm2uWXCc [3:53]
Joe Biden: https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=71rkcjEUc7U [10:51]
Justin Trudeau: https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=BuKvfz85AfA [2:56]
Boris Johnson: https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=BiqgGEa2yGo [2:12]
Emmanuel Macron: https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=UeTlUHTnu_M [2:22]
What similarities in perspective did you notice? What differences? What do you predict will be the
outcome of this event? Explain.

3. What is NATO? How does a country become a NATO member? Find out at these links:
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=snXhtOpSXtI [7:03]
https://www.yout-ube.com/watch?v=9A-QIYO5hZw [2:27]
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Russia readies to invade Ukraine

YOUR TASK:

Examine the editorial cartoon, then answer the following questions on a separate piece of paper:
1. What do you already know about the threat of war between Ukraine and Russia?
2. Describe what you see and read in the cartoon.
3. As you see it, what might the cartoonist be saying about the threat of war between Ukraine and
Russia? Explain.
4. For what reasons do you agree with the cartoonist? For what reasons do you disagree? Explain.
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INFOGR APHIC

Russia military build-up around Ukraine
Tallinn

Around 130,000 Russian troops –
equipped with everything from tanks
and artillery to ammunition and
air power – are now surrounding
Ukraine on all sides, but Moscow
denies it is planning an invasion

Tapa

ESTONIA

5,000
1,000

Four NATO multinational
battlegroups: 5,000 troops

Adazi
Riga
BALTIC
SEA

Russian troops
25,000

Tanks
Armoured
vehicles

LATVIA
Moscow

LITHUANIA

Artillery
Other military
or air installations
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Minsk
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Rechytsa
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RUSSIA

Klintsy
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Marshala Zhukova

Brest

POLAND

Pogonovo

4,000 U.S.
troops
stationed

Dnieper
River
Transnistria:
Russian-backed
breakaway region
of Moldova

Soloti
Kiev
Donbas:
Territory
controlled by
pro-Russian
separatists

MO
LD
OV

Tiraspol

Luhansk

Rostov

Craiova: 1$72·V
multinational brigade
5,000 troops
Bucharest

BULGARIA

Korenovsk
Sevastopol:
Russian
Black Sea
Fleet HQ

200km

Crimea:
Annexed by
Russia in 2014
BLACK SEA

Sources: Janes, NATO, Reuters, The New York Times, Rochan Consulting
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ANALYZING AN INFOGR APHIC

What is the purpose of
this infographic?

Who is the intended
audience?

What information is new
or interesting?

What information is
significant or
important?

What features are used to clarify
the message?

How does the
information presented
enhance your
understanding?

What questions do you still have about the topic presented?
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map assignment

Ukraine
Complete this map assignment to better understand the article Russia Readies To Invade Ukraine.
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Obtain the required resources and read all the instructions before starting.
2. Colour your map after all labelling is completed.
3. Print in pencil only first, then go over the printing in black ink.
4. Work carefully and neatly.
Resources Required: pencil, black pen, pencil crayons, ruler, eraser and an atlas.
Part A Locate and label Ukraine in CAPITAL letters and shade it yellow.
Part B Locate and label the capital of Ukraine and underline this city names.
Part C Locate and label the following countries that border Ukraine in CAPITAL letters and shade
each as indicated:
Poland (orange)
Moldova (orange)
Slovakia (red)

Belarus (green)
Romania (green)

Russia (red)
Hungary (brown)

Part D Locate and label the following countries in CAPITAL letters and shade each as indicated:
Bulgaria (orange)
Kosovo (yellow)
Turkey (brown)

Serbia (purple)
North Macedonia (red)
Georgia (purple)

Part E Locate and label the following Russian-controlled areas inside Ukraine and shade them pink:
Crimea

rebel territory in east Ukraine

Part F Locate and label the break-away region of Trans-Dniester (Transnistria) and shade it pink.
Part G Locate and label the following rivers and shade each light blue:
Don
Dniester

Dnieper
Danube

Part H Locate and label the following Ukrainian cities:
Kharkiv
Dnipro

Odessa
Donetsk

Part I Locate and label the following and shade all salt water dark blue:
Black Sea

Ukraine

Sea of Azov

Part J Shade all remaining territory grey.
Part K Complete your map with a frame, title and compass. J
Russia
Level 1 • No. 6
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map assignment

Eastern Europe
Complete this map assignment to better understand the article Russia Readies To Invade Ukraine.
INSTRUCTIONS

1. Obtain the required resources and read all the instructions before starting.
2. Colour your map after all labelling is completed.
3. Print in pencil only first, then go over the printing in black ink.
4. Work carefully and neatly.
Resources Required: pencil, black pen, pencil crayons, ruler, eraser and an atlas.
Part A Locate and label Ukraine and Russia in CAPITAL letters. Shade Ukraine yellow and colour
Russia red.
Part B Locate and label the capitals of Ukraine and Russia and underline these city names.
Part C Locate and label the following countries that border Ukraine in CAPITAL letters and shade
each as indicated:
Belarus (purple)
Hungary (purple)

Poland (brown)
Romania (green)

Slovakia (orange)
Moldova (orange)

Part D Locate and label the following countries in CAPITAL letters and shade each as indicated:
Estonia (brown)
Finland (purple)
Serbia (red)
Iran (green)
Azerbaijan (orange)

Latvia (green)
Sweden (yellow)
Bulgaria (purple)
Georgia (purple)
Kazakhstan (purple)

Lithuania (orange)
Norway (green)
Turkey (brown)
Armenia (yellow)

Part E Locate and label the territory in east Ukraine controlled by pro-Russian forces and shade it pink.
Part F Locate and label Russian-controlled Crimea and shade it pink.
Part G Locate and label the following rivers and shade each light blue:
Volga
Dnieper
Danube

Don
Dniester

Part H Locate and label the Caspian Sea and shade all fresh water light blue.
Part I Locate and label the following and shade all salt water dark blue:
Black Sea
Arctic Ocean

Baltic Sea

Ukraine

Part J Shade all remaining territory grey.
Part K Complete your map with a frame, title and compass. J
Russia
Level 1 • No. 6
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Russia readies to invade Ukraine
PUT TING IT ALL TOGETHER

A. Write the letter that corresponds to the best answer on the line beside each question:
______ 1. Which of the following is TRUE about Ukraine?
a) it is a member of NATO
b) it was a republic in the USSR
c) it is located in western Europe
d) its capital is Moscow
______ 2. Who is the leader of Ukraine?
a) Joe Biden
c) Viktor Yanukovych

b) Volodymyr Zelensky
d) Vladimir Putin

______ 3. NATO believes that Russia has deployed large military forces near Ukraine to:
a) prepare to invade Ukraine
b) conduct military exercises
c) test new military equipment
d) provide military aid to Ukraine
B. Mark the statements T (True) or F (False). If a statement is True, write one important fact to
support it on the line below. If a statement is False, write the words that make it true on the line below.
______ 4. True or False? The Cold War was a military conflict between the USSR and the United States.

______ 5. True or False? Vladimir Putin supports Ukraine’s desire to become a member of NATO.

______ 6. True or False? In 2014 Russia took control of the Ukrainian region of Crimea by force.

C. Fill in the blanks to complete each sentence.
7. The population of Ukraine is _______________________ million.
8. NATO = North _______________________ Treaty Organization.
9. Mr. Putin supports pro-Russian rebels in the _______________________ region in eastern Ukraine.
D. Respond to the following question in paragraph form. (Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary.)
10. As you see it, what is the importance of international treaty organizations like NATO in situations
like the current one in Ukraine? Give reasons to support your response.
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Resource page for Students

Setting a purpose before readinG
There are a number of reasons we read, and setting a purpose for reading – knowing WHY we are
reading – helps us to focus on important information and to better understand and remember what we
read. It also helps us decide HOW we will read the text.
We don't read all texts for the same purposes or in the same way. For example, we read an instruction
manual for a new Blu-ray player for a different reason than we read a book or a website. How we will
read it – the strategies we use – will also differ. We are more likely to skim to find the information
we need in a manual. Once we find what we need, we might read the instructions carefully to figure
out what to do. Then, we stop reading, put the manual down, and carry out the steps. We may have to
reread if we get confused or forget what to do.
This is a very different approach than the one we would use to read a book. When we read a book,
we usually read cover-to-cover. We read carefully so we don't miss any details because we want to
understand the whole story. Sometimes we make connections or create images in our minds as we read
to help us better understand what we are reading. Depending on its length, we may put the book down
before we finish reading it but we will start reading where we left off.
Good readers are flexible and responsive. This means that they match their reading strategies to their
purpose for reading. What types of text do you read? Why do you read them? What strategies do you
use to read each of these texts? The chart below is a summary of the main purposes for reading and
what each entails.
Purpose for reading
For enjoyment

What it looks like
Usually student-selected.
Allows students to choose a variety of genres and forms.

To experience something new
To learn more about themselves and others

Allows students to pursue what interests them while
developing reading skills.
Students make connections between their personal
experiences and those of people around the world.
Students reflect on what they’ve read and express opinions
and perspectives.
Students develop a sense of their personal values and make
sense of the world around them.
Students use the features of informational texts to gather,
analyse and apply what they’ve learned.
Students develop a sense of perspective.

To gain information
To understand issues

Students pose questions, acknowledge other points of view,
critique the opinions presented and support opinions with
evidence.
Students respond to text in ways other than written
answers to apply what they’ve learned in new contexts.

To appreciate writing
To appreciate use of media to communicate

Students respond to a variety of media formats (e.g.,
infographics, political cartoons, videos, etc.) and react to
how the format supports the meaning of the message.

* Chart adapted from: A Guide to Effective Literacy Instruction, Grades 4-6, p. 11.
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Current Events, Clearly Explained

Students want to know what’s happening in their world –
but the news can be difficult and time-consuming to teach.

e
grad

grade

page 3

Europe, the U.S., and

The Economy
page 14

Struggle for Survival in
page 9

in the Spotlight

page 20
September 2011

A monthly current events resource for Canadian classrooms

Routing Slip: (please circulate)

Product details: 8 issues. 36 pages. Available in
English and in French for grades 3 and up.

Currents4Kids.com
News4Youth.com

Level 2 (Grades 8, 9 and 10)

Rick Hansen and

3&

Product details: 8 issues. 38 pages. Available in English and
in French, and in two reading levels, for grades 5 and up.

Building Bridges

up

9
9
9
9

Online interactive resource
Weekly news stories
Auto-graded quizzes
Online interactive resource
Comment page for
students to respond to the stories
9 Links to relevant articles, resources,
maps, photos and videos
9 Extension activities
Product details: 38 issues. One subscription allows all
teachers and students access from any Internet-connected
device at any time. Available in English and in French.
Currents4Kids/Infos-Jeunes: Grades 3 and up.
News4Youth/Infos-Ados: Grades 7 and up.

5 & up

9 Clearly written, leveled Canadian
current events articles
9 Literacy-based lesson plans
9 Engaging, original illustrations
9 Comics
9 Map assignments

9 PDF/Word resource
Many in
Motion
9 National and international
news stories
Somalia
9 Key vocabulary
Cell Phones
9 Background information
9 Varied assignments
that build content-area
knowledge and enhance critical thinking
9 Maps and illustrations

9 PDF/Word resource
9 Builds understanding of current
events that impact Indigenous
Peoples and all Canadians
9 Two theme-based articles
and lesson plans
9 Background information
9 Consistent with
First Peoples Principles of Learning
9 Encourages a respectful, reflective, empathetic,
and inquiring frame of mind
grade

PDF/Word resource

What in the World?

grade 3 & up

The Canadian Reader

5 & up

We have the solution. (Five, actually.)

Product details: 5 issues. Variable page length. Available
in English and in French, and in two reading levels, for
grades 5 and up.

1-888-240-2212

lesplan.com
Contact us for a sample copy or free demo.
www.

LesPlan Educational Services Ltd.
Visit: www.lesplan.com

email: info@lesplan.com

call toll free: 888 240-2212

Students Can Work In Word/Google Docs...

Did you know…
. . . that each issue of What In The World? includes a PDF file (complete document) and a
Word file (articles and questions only).
Students can complete assignments directly in the Word file. Teachers can email the file to
students or post it on the Internet. The Word file also allows teachers to:
• easily modify and format content including changing fonts and

text sizes

• create a PDF document and use Adobe Reader’s ‘Read Out Loud Mode’
• save paper and copying costs and help protect the environment
• promote and encourage students’ computer skills

Password Security

Google Docs and LibreOffice

There are three ways to access data from a Word file that is
password protected:

• You can easily upload the Word file to Google Docs and
share it with students or other teachers.

1) Select the data you wish to Copy and then Paste it into any
word processing program. Use Select All to copy the entire
document.
2) Import the entire Word file into LibreOffice (or another
similar program) and then save as a new file

• You can translate Google Docs into another language
(see Tools>Translate document) but you will need to edit
the document to suit your requirements. Google Docs
can translate into over 100 languages including Spanish,
Mandarin, and German.

3) To remove the password from a protected Word file, use
Save As to make a new copy of the file. You can then
change the Security settings and remove the password.

• LibreOffice is a free alternate to Microsoft Office and
offers the same functionality. It’s easy to install and use.
See: www.libreoffice.org

LesPlan Educational Services Ltd.
Visit: www.lesplan.com

email: info@lesplan.com

call toll free: 888 240-2212
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Suitable for Grades 5 and up

Help your students understand today’s top stories with&!&
"$  – LesPlan’s highly-acclaimed monthly current events resource.
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Subscribe
now for the
2022 - 2023
school year,
and get the
March, April
and May issues
FREE!
(a $78.75 value)

When I have kids in grade 4/5 wanting
to know when the next issue is coming,
even in December and June, that’s when
I know I have an excellent resource.
A. Eisler, Burnaby, BC
It is a relief to have a resource that ﬁts with
the curriculum and is teacher-friendly (ready
to hand out). The added bonus of having
the answers to the questions and discussion
notes makes my life just a little bit easier.
B. Thibodeau, Saskatoon, SK
I have been using your product for seven
years. There isn’t a month that goes by that
I don’t get into challenging discussions with
my students with the leads you provide
and go in directions I could never imagine.
Thank you for this terriﬁc teaching aid!
D. Faerber, Pembroke, ON

Engaging, levelled articles, background information
and original illustrations make the news interesting
and easy to grasp. Accompanying questions and
assignments provide multiple ways to examine the
topics and enhance literacy and critical thinking.

Level 1 (Grades 5 and up)

Canada's

Best and
Brightest
Archbishop

Desmond
Tutu
The XXIV

Winter Games
The James Webb

Telescope
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A monthly current events resource for Canadian classrooms
Routing Slip: (please circulate)

See next for page samples and ordering details!

 YES, sign me up for the 2022 – 2023 school year and send me the

March, April and May issues FREE*



Promo code: 3Free



Sample Pages

* Receive 11 issues for the price of 8. Save $78.75 off the regular price of $288.75
Offer only applies to new subscriptions.
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8 issues

This medieval cathedral is
known throughout the world. It
was immortalized in the Victor
Hugo novel The Hunchback of
Notre-Dame.

(Sept. – May)

The Canadian
Reader
What in the World?
Level 1
What in the World?
Level 2

☐

☐

☐

☐

Grades 3 and up

$210
$210

Parisians and tourists watched
in shock as the famous landmark
burned. It took 12 hours to put
out the blaze.

An alarm rang at the cathedral
at 6:20 pm, but no fire was
found. It sounded again
at 6:43 pm. This time, fire
was discovered on the roof.
Worshippers attending the
evening mass were quickly
evacuated, and 400 firefighters
raced in to battle the blaze.

The damage was severe. Twothirds of the 100-metre-long
wooden roof was destroyed. But
the façade, the two 69-metre bell
towers, and the main structure
remained. The cathedral’s
precious stained-glass rose
windows, though damaged, were
not destroyed.

☐

☐

also remained intact after the
fire. The impressive instrument
dates to the 1730s and boasts an
estimated 8000 pipes.
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rose window: large circular window, usually glazed with
stained glass, having stone tracery radiating from the center,
often with intricate petal-like patterns
spire: a tall tower at the top of a building (usually a church or
temple) and that tapers to a point at the top
tunic: a long, loose piece of clothing with a belt and no
sleeves, worn by people in ancient times
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QUIZ

Grades 3 and up

N

Fra n c e

A. Write the letter that corresponds to the best answer on the line beside each question:
______ 1. How long did it take to build the Notre-Dame cathedral?
a) 25 years
b) 50 years
c) 100 years
d) 200 years

(Sept. – June 38 issues)

☐
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International
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The island that houses NotreDame is the true heart of Paris.
All distances in France are
measured from the esplanade in
front of the cathedral.

Emergency workers also
managed to rescue many
valuable works of art and
religious items from the fire.
Among them? The crown
of thorns, said to have been
worn by Jesus before his
Notre-Dame’s organ, one of the
world’s biggest and most famous, crucifixion, and a tunic worn by

engulf: to surround something in a way that destroys it
esplanade: a long stretch of open level ground (paved or
grassy) for walking along a waterfront
immortalize: to make famous forever
intact: not harmed in any way by something that has
happened

2018/2019: Issue 8

Grades 8 and up

A close call

Horrifying scene

Despite their efforts, however,
the flames quickly burst through

Grades 5 and up

the roof. They engulfed the
spire, which collapsed. Shortly
after, the roof fell in, too.

*

On April 15, Notre-Dame de
Paris caught fire.
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North
Sea

______ 2. A stone statue of an ugly creature often found on old churches is called a:
a) serpent
b) gargoyle
c) spire
d) flying buttress

UNITED
KINGDOM
(purple)

Amsterdam

______ 3. How many tourists visited Notre-Dame in 2018?
a) 800,000
b) 2 million
c) 9 million
d) 13 million

$210

NETHERLANDS
(green)

London

GERMANY

B. Mark the statements T (True) or F (False). If a statement is True, write one important fact to
support it on the line below. If a statement is False, write the words that make it true on the line below.

(brown)

Brussels

BELGIUM
(pink)

______ 4. True or False? Notre-Dame cathedral is located on an island.

English

nel

Chan

______ 5. True or False? The fire that engulfed Notre-Dame was started on purpose.

☐

News4Youth

☐

Paris

Grades 7 and up

LUXEMBOURG
(orange)

Seine
River

Strasbourg

______ 6. True or False? The French government does not plan to rebuild Notre-Dame cathedral.

$210

Loire
River

C. Fill in the blanks to complete each sentence.
7. Notre-Dame is one of the best examples of French ______________________ cathedral architecture.

Atlantic
Ocean

8. The Notre-Dame fire burned the roof and engulfed the ______________________ which collapsed.

(red)

SWITZERLAND
FRANCE

9. Notre-Dame cathedral is a UNESCO World ______________________ Site.

(yellow)

D. Respond to the following question in paragraph form. (Use a separate sheet of paper if necessary.)

Subtotal

Lyon

Bay
of
Biscay

As you see it, what is the significance of the Notre-Dame fire? Give reasons to support your response.

ITALY

Rhone
River

Garonne
River

(green)

Nice

Toulouse

Conte
ian

HST

All others add 5% GST

GST
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Co

ON add 13% HST
NB, NL, NS & PEI add 15% HST

nt

Canad

Marseille

SPAIN
(pink)

International
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Mediterranean
Sea

ANDORRA
(red)
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– Terrorists or Victims?

Total

n te n u c a

Human rights groups around
the world report that China has
imprisoned up to one million
Uighurs living in China’s
Xinjiang region. Satellite images
and other evidence show a
growing number of detention
centres in Xinjiang, including at
least 44 high-security buildings.

Deliver to (please print clearly)

Fake news
The Chinese government,
however, denies this accusation.
It is “completely untrue,” a senior
Chinese official told the UN
last August. The centres have
been set up to teach lessons on
Chinese history, language, and
culture. They offer ‘nutritious,
free diets’. The buildings are also
used as job retraining centres,
another official explained.

Name
School
Address

However, China does admit to
cracking down on ‘extremist

City

Province/Territory

Postal Code

Email*

#'&" "+%'$%
China has the largest population in the world – 1.4 billion. Some 91.5
percent are Han Chinese; 8.5 percent are minorities.
Xinjiang is a territory in northwest China. It became part of China
in 1949. In theory the region is autonomous. In practice, the Chinese
government controls it.
The population of Xinjiang is 22 million. About 11 million are Uighur
Muslims who speak a language similar to Turkish.
Xinjiang’s traditional economy is based on agriculture and trade. But
the region is rich in oil and other resources, and the economy has been
developing. That’s prompted many Han Chinese from China’s eastern
areas to move to Xinjiang. Han Chinese now make up 40 percent of the
territory’s population. Many local Uighurs resent them because they
are perceived to get the best jobs.
Uighur communities also exist in neighbouring countries, such as
Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan. These countries used to be
part of the Soviet Union. But they gained independence in the 1990s,
when the Soviet Union collapsed. That inspired some Xinjiang Uighurs
to start a separatist movement. However, China’s harsh response to
these activities forced separatists underground.

activity’ among Uighur Muslims
in Xinjiang. It claims that
Islamic militants and separatists

are plotting attacks and stirring
up tension between Uighurs and
Han Chinese.

"&#"%
autonomous: freedom to govern or control its own affairs
detention centre: jails where prisoners are held
temporarily
extremist: far beyond the norm
Han chinese: China’s main ethnic group
2018/2019: Issue 8

* Email required for password notiﬁcation

perceive: to understand or think about something in a
particular way
separatist: a group that wants to form a new country
soviet union: a former country of Europe and Asia
underground: secretly working against an existing regime
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